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Community Coin Project
In the age of digital transformation, people everywhere are being connected
globally. It has produced large transfers of information enlightening us to
collectively become aware of government and philanthropy’s failure or
inefficiency to keep the promise they have made to humanity: to care for
those in need.
While the world rushes forward to new heights, a large proportion of people
are left behind and old wounds are not even attempted to be healed or
corrected. Certainly, much has been improved on many levels over time.
However, it falls very short when you compare the common progress to the
progress of the privileged.
One would think that with the trillions in taxes that are paid annually in the
USA alone, much could be accomplished in concert with the hundreds of
billions donated by charity. What most people don’t understand is that
government and charity is big business. Government subsidized $50 billion
in philanthropy alone, in 2017. Unfortunately, even with billions of dollars,
these entities lose their way, become bloated, partisan, and self-serving.
And the most vulnerable of us suffer the most, and the worst.
Another insight this digital connection has provided is the plight of people.
Not only around the world, but in our own neighborhoods. You can see it
everywhere, if you look. 1000-year-old issues still plague us.
Climate Change
Racism
Education
Healthcare
Homelessness

Hunger
LGBTQ+ Rights
Poverty
Elderly Support
Racial Inequality

Recidivism
Voter Suppression
Voting Rights
Legal Services
Wage Inequality

With the advent of blockchain technology, Community Coin can leverage
this digital transformation into actual philanthropy by creating a truly
democratic community and process to bring real change directly to the
oppressed and underserved in all communities without any fear of having
your efforts ‘repurposed’ for someone else’s greed or ego.

In order to avoid the pitfalls of human nature and inefficient operations of
current agencies, Community Coin needs to be an unencumbered and
simple organization without a variety of mechanisms to distort the will of the
community. It will be completely de-centralized and therefore not subject to
the whims of policymakers or personal desires.
This is accomplished by building a token and platform that uses blockchain
technology to bring real change to philanthropy. The platform will use the
transparency and decentralization of the blockchain to directly support
groups or individuals that the community feels is most deserving. Because
the token is driven by a smart contract, it will be an automatic seamless
effort from collecting transaction fees, to voting, to getting funds to the
person(s) awarded support.
The immutable and transparent nature of the blockchain makes it possible
for the platform to be built on fairness, democracy, and straightforward
support.
After completing he technical requirements for Community
Coin, it will be able to fundraise automatically for charitable
purposes through standardized token management,
COMM’s autonomous yield protocol, exchange trades,
and donations in the form of attaining Community Coin
COMM tokens. After Community Coin COMM token
holders vote on community nominated entities - whatever
the Community Coin COMM holders decide is most critical
- funds can be dispersed to these chosen persons or
organizations to support their efforts.
THE SIMPLE COMMUNITY COIN METHOD
• Community Coin COMM token traded on exchanges.
• Transaction Fees are automatically collected from each trade or transfer.
• Community Coin COMM token holders nominate and vote on deserving entity.
• Funds are dispersed to respective entities based on the outcome of the vote.
There are no mechanisms, decisions, considerations, middlemen or red
tape to overcome once the Community Coin COMM token holders have
determined who is to receive support. We decide how we wish to spend our
money to better the world around us without hindrance, tax, or overhead
from inefficient entities. This allows for a genuine reward system
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“We cannot seek achievement for ourselves and forget about progress and prosperity for
our community… Our ambitions must be broad enough to include the aspirations and
needs of others, for their sakes and for our own.” – Cesar Chavez
“How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the
world.” – Anne Frank
“It only takes one person to mobilize a community and inspire change. Even if you don’t
feel like you have it in you, it’s in you. You have to believe in yourself. People will see your
vision and passion and follow you.” – Teyonah Parris

At the heart of Community Coin is the drive to support those of us in the
community that make a real difference in individual lives. Most times, these
individuals go unnoticed and unsupported. In order to effect real change in
our communities, Community Coin intends to revolutionize and disrupt the
charity society by changing the approach to community philanthropy and
social change. At Community Coin, we believe that the power to change
written policies and unwritten culture is achievable together.
And not only that. People who give support deserve to be rewarded as well.
The Community Coin COMM token was created to reward both holders and
charities. Charities will receive funds and Comm token holders receive 5%
reflections for each transaction.
We believe this direct and unencumbered method will serve as a great
landmark for others to follow. We also believe that this success can expand
beyond borders and serve ALL our neighbors, wherever, and however, their
community exists.
As you can see, from all walks of life, and from all communities, our vision
is nothing new. Together, we just want help make the world a better place
for all our neighbors. Local and global. And do so without hindrance or
interference.
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We are focused on creating a community that loves to support solutions for
societal issues. Charity and social justice have never been more of a
mainstream topic than it is now. To achieve our goals, as with any venture,
Community Coin must raise funds to develop brand awareness. Since our
goals are not tied to technological requirements, marketing will be the most
crucial aspect of success.
COMM will create a grassroots marketing campaign to spread our message
throughout social media and enlist the support of users and influencers that
want to see real change in their communities. We are a platform from the
people to the people, and our marketing strategy is the perfect example.
We will also enlist people active in the COMM community to work on our
platforms as moderators, administrative staff, and brand ambassadors. This
will provide an open, trusting, feedback-based communication for early
adopters and to continue a holistic efficacy of the COMM vision.
This will allow us to quickly raise public awareness, how it will support
causes, and educate the existing client base in the Crypto community that
helping communities is not only personally rewarding but rewarding for
everyone in our world.
Our first steps will be to:
• Target multiple advantageous social media channels based on industry.
• Create a website to improve online visibility and effectiveness via SEO
to garner target market exposure.
• List Community Coin in appropriate directories.
• Direct outreach to social media influencers
• Direct outreach to leaders in the fields of charity and social justice.
• Launch Token Airdrops and Bounties to create buzz and interest
After extensive broadcasting of Community Coin and its message, a Private
Presale, a Crowdsale, and an ICO will be held.
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Based on the previous marketing efforts, online following, and discussions
with Advisors, token supply and pricing will be created accordingly to foster
the best results for the ICO launch of Community Coin COMM.
Proceeds will be reinvested in Community Coin COMM. 5% will be placed
into a legal fund.

USE OF SALES PROCEEDS
Infrastructure
10%

Legal
5%

Administration
10%

Liquidity
50%

Marketing
25%
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COMM is built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), a blockchain with a fullfledged environment for high-performance decentralized applications.
COMM is created on the BEP20 Mainnet (BSC) blockchain model and
COMM tokens are BEP - 20 standard. This token standard is one of the
most common Ethereum token standards. BSC has smart contract
functionality and compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).
This allows the blockchain community to leverage the best that Binance
Chain has to offer, fortified by smart contract support and cross-chain
interoperability.
This blockchain delivers many innovations thanks to its high performance
and ample space benefiting a variety of parties including validators, token
holders, developers, and users. It also enables a higher data feed, provides
compatibility to integrate with Ethereum, including future upgrades.
Other reasons for building Community Coin on the BSC blockchain include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A rich and growing digital asset ecosystem
The BSC blockchain allows adding different digital asset model for different
business use cases, as in the case of COMM
Its flexibility allows improving client-side experience to manage wallets and
use the blockchain more conveniently
BSC achieves approx. 3-second block times with a Proof-of -Stake Authority
Cheap transaction fees as low as 1 cent
Cross-chain DeFi mechanisms that increase DeFi interoperability
A supportive Binance ecosystem that funds and bootstraps DeFi projects
A growing ecosystem of millions of users across Binance
A network of major crypto projects already collaborating with BSC
The platform's compatibility with the token permits a third-party wallet,
adoption into exchanges, and provides an easy integration to most
applications.
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Token Name:

Community Coin

Token Symbol:

COMM

Decimals:

18

Burn:

Manual

Liquidity Pool:

5% of Transaction Fee

Reflections:

5% of Transaction Fee

LIQUIDITY POOL
Automatic Liquidity Generation will
occur via Transaction Fees (5%) and
the Liquidity Pool will be locked.
REFLECTIONS
Token holders earn rewards through
autonomous yield protocol. This is
funded by the transaction fee for each
sale. This protocol allows 5% of all
transaction fees to be automatically
distributed to users holding the COMM
token. The amount of reward is
variable depending on the number of
tokens held by the user.
COMMUNITY COIN MANUAL BURNS
Automatic burns can help the health of a token in its nascent stage, but they
can equally cause damage in later stages. By manually controlling the burn,
it will provide better rewards for the holders and the health of the coin over
its lifetime. The burn amounts will be advertised, informing holders of the
current circulating supply. This will maintain the value and transparency of
Community Coin COMM and keep it competitive in the Crypto space.
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The purpose of Community Coin COMM is to support our communities and
determine, as a community, where our efforts should be utilized. With that
in mind, all Community Coin COMM holders will be able to nominate and
vote for a cause they believe needs attention and support.
As these issues are brought to light and voted upon by the community, each
one with the highest number of votes will receive rewards. As Community
Coin COMM becomes more mainstream and increases in value, more
issues can be supported and rewarded. Below you will find the levels of
support for positive change makers.
As Community Coin COMM hits certain landmarks in the market cap,
donations to communities will be made to change makers that the
community has determined to be most needed at that time.

Payout to community causes and change makers
Market Cap

1 Billion 5 Billion 10 Billion 50 Billion 100 Billion 1 Trillion -

$1K Grant

$10K Grant

10
10
5
50

$20K Grant

$200K Grant

$1 Million Grant

1
5
10
1
1
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A user-friendly voting mechanism will be implemented on the website and
details broadcasted through our social media channels. We encourage
positive discussion on our social media outlets for the merits of those
nominated and will add a discussion board on the website if necessary. We
would like a full and through discourse on all reasons and aspects of
nominees so the community can make a well-informed choice.
Nominee information and those receiving funding will be readily available
on the website.
The voting features will include:
•
•
•

Ability to nominate
Only tokens in circulating supply can vote. Held tokens (I.e., Team,
Marketing, etc.) are not eligible to vote on projects.
Coin Holders will be able to spread their vote among competing causes or
people
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Community Coin Concept
White paper
Website & Social Media Presences

Marketing push for Presale
Private Presale
Addition of Brand Ambassadors

Listing on CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap
Crypto Bounties & Airdrops
Enlist Social Media Influencers
Crowdsale

Major exchange listing
Initial Coin Offering (ICO)
Wallet and Community Coin APP development
Website Portal of Global Local Charities

First set of charitable gifts at 1 Billion Market Cap
Community Coin crowd funding website
Create network of associated organizations

Additional charitable giving at higher market caps
Formation of community service rewards system
Expand network globally
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William Gossett

Vernon Roessler

CEO & Founder

Marketing & Engagement

Francisco Heredia
Investor Relations

ADVISORS

Jay Park

Aaron Dones

New Business Development

Community Relations

Rasel Mahmud
IT Head Developer
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Community Coin members must abide by all guidelines set forth in this white
paper, our Terms of Use, Privacy Policy, and all local governmental laws.
Community Coin does not take responsibility for actions of our users. All
users must abide by local laws and regulations set forth in their respective
country regarding cryptocurrency and cryptocurrency services. The
Community Coin (COMM) token is not a digital security, commodity, or any
other kind of financial instrument and has not been registered under the
securities law of the United States, Malta or any other country. Community
Coin (COMM) tokens cannot be used for any purpose other than those
specified by Community Coin in our white paper and user agreement.
Community Coin (COMM) tokens give no rights and are sold as a functional
utility for our platform. By using the Community Coin (COMM) token, users
agree the Community Coin (COMM) tokens are not securities and shall not
be considered such. Community Coin (COMM) tokens are not official or
legally binding investments in any right. Community Coin makes no
promises of profit for buying any Community Coin (COMM) tokens our using
our platform. All prices of digital assets are controlled by genera l market
consensus of value.
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The sole purpose of this whitepaper is to present Community Coin and
COMM coins to potential token holders in connection with the proposed token
sale. The information set out below may not be exhaustive and does not imply
any elements of a contractual relationship nor does it represent a financial
advice. While every effort has been made to ensure that any material in this
whitepaper is accurate and up to date, this document and materials contained
herein is not professional advice and in no way constitutes the provision of
professional advice of any kind, you are invited to make your own research
on the document and materials. To the maximum extent permitted by any
applicable laws, regulations and rules, Community Coin does not guarantee
and does not accept legal responsibility of any nature, for any indirect,
special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in contract or
otherwise arising from or related to the accuracy, reliability, relevance or
completeness of any material contained in this whitepaper. This document is
a marketing document and is not to serve as legally binding. Nothing in this
document shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a
solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a
solicitation of an offer to buy (or sell) any investments in any jurisdiction and
should not be construed as such. The information in this document does not
constitute a recommendation for any person to purchase COMM. If you
decide to purchase COMM, you do so at your own risk and responsibility.
No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information
set out in this whitepaper, and no such action has been or will be taken under
the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. Although
Community Coin does its best to comply with all the applicable laws and
regulations, the publication, distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper
does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have
been complied.
COMM coins are not and will not serve to constitute securities, digital
currency, commodity, or any other kind of financial instrument and have not
been registered under relevant securities regulations, including the securities
laws of any jurisdiction in which a potential token holder is a resident. Certain
statements, estimates and financial information contained herein constitute
forward-looking statements or information. Such forward-looking statements
or information involves known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which
may cause actual events or results to differ materially from the estimates or
the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements. For
avoidance of doubt, nothing contained in this whitepaper is or may be relied
upon as a guarantee, promise, representation or undertaking as to the future
performance of Community Coin and/or COMM coin, and/or promise or
guarantee of future profit resulting from the purchase of COMM.
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LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
In no event shall COMMUNITY, members of Community Coin staff, contractors, or
volunteers be liable for: Any lost profits, lost savings or incidental, indirect, special or
consequential damages, arising out of your use or inability to use the services or products
offered by Community Coin or the breach of any of these Terms by any third party;
Any security risk such as hacker attacks, loss of password, loss of private key, or similar.
Mistakes or errors in code, text, or images involved in the sale, any losses resulting from
the volatility in pricing of Community Coin in any countries and crypto currency
exchanges. This website and the Community Coin tokens are provided on an “as is” basis
and without any warranties of any kind, either expressed or implied. You assume all
responsibility and risk with respect to your use of the website and purchasing of any
amount of the Community Coin tokens and their use. If applicable law does not allow all
or any part of the above limitation of liability to apply to you, the limitations will apply to
you only to the extent permitted by applicable law. By acquiring Community Coin’s Token
and to the extent permitted by applicable law, the buyer agrees not to hold Community
Coin’s Token or any employee or contractor of Community Coin liable for any losses or
damages arising out of or in any way connected to the buyer’s failure to properly secure
the private key to the wallet containing their Community Coin Tokens: hacker’s attacks,
stolen devices, loss of passwords, etc.
NO REPRESENTATION & WARRANTIES
Community Coin and/or the Distributor does not make or purport to make, and hereby
disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any
entity or person, including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the
truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper.
PRIVACY POLICY
By purchasing COMM Tokens, you agree to your personal data, i.e. e-mail address and/or
name, being processed by COMM for its business purposes or the purposes of building,
promoting, and communicating (about) the COMM system and the COMM Tokens. For
more
information,
please
refer
to
our
privacy
policy
located
at:
https://commcoin.org/privacy-policy/
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RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION
The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited
or restricted by the laws, regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction. In the case
where any restriction applies, you are to inform yourself about, and to observe, any
restrictions which are applicable to your possession of this Whitepaper or such part
thereof (as the case may be) at your own expense and without liability to COMM and/or
the Distributor.
Persons to whom a copy of this Whitepaper has been distributed or disseminated,
provided access to or who otherwise have the Whitepaper in their possession shall not
circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or otherwise distribute this Whitepaper or any
information contained herein for any purpose whatsoever nor permit or cause the same
to occur. This material is to be considered confidential and its distribution to you is strictly
limited to the purpose of the distribution.
REPRESENTATION & WARRANTIES BY YOU
By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in this Whitepaper or such
part thereof (as the case may be), you represent and warrant to Community Coin and/or
the Distributor, as follows:
(a) you agree and acknowledge that the Community Coin tokens do not constitute
securities in any form in any jurisdiction;
(b) you agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or
offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities in any
jurisdiction or a solicitation for investment in securities and you are not bound to enter into
any contract or binding legal commitment and no crypto currency or other form of payment
is to be accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper;
(c) you agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or approved of
the information set out in this Whitepaper, no action has been or will be taken under the
laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction and the publication, distribution
or dissemination of this Whitepaper to you does not imply that the applicable laws,
regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with;
(d) you agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper, the undertaking and/or the
completion of the Community Coin Token Sale, or future trading of the Community Coin
tokens on any crypto currency exchange, shall not be construed, interpreted or deemed
by you as an indication of the merits of the Community Coin and/or the Distributor, the
Community Coin tokens, the Community Coin Token Sale, the Community Coin Wallet,
and the Community Coin Exchange;
(e) the distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper, any part thereof or any copy
thereof, or acceptance of the same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable
laws, regulations or rules in your jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in relation to
possession are applicable, you have observed and complied with all such restrictions at
your own expense and without liability to Community Coin and/or the Distributor;
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(f) you have a basic degree of understanding of the operation, functionality, usage,
storage, transmission mechanisms and other material characteristics of cryptocurrencies,
blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or other related token
storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart contract technology;
(g) you are fully aware and understand that in the case you wish to purchase any
Community Coin tokens, there are risks associated with Community Coin and the
Distributor and their respective business and operations, the Community Coin tokens, the
Community Coin Token Sale, the Community Coin Wallet, and the Community Coin
Exchange (each as referred to in the Whitepaper);
(h) you agree and acknowledge that neither Community Coin nor the Distributor is liable
for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort,
contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and
loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on
this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you; and
(i) all of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and non
misleading from the time of your access to and/or acceptance of possession this
Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be).
This paper is for general information purposes only. It does not constitute investment
advice or a recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell any investment and should not
be used in the evaluation of the merits of making any investment decision. It should not
be relied upon for accounting, legal or tax advice or investment recommendations. This
paper reflects current opinions of the authors subject to potential mistakes of the same.
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